High frequency modes meshfree analysis of Reissner–Mindlin plates
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ABSTRACT

Finite element method (FEM) is well used for modeling plate structures. Meshfree methods, on the other hand, applied to the analysis of plate structures lag a little behind, but their great advantages and potential benefits of no meshing prompt continued studies into practical developments and applications. In this work, we present new numerical results of high frequency modes for plates using a meshfree shear-locking-free method. The present formulation is based on Reissner–Mindlin plate theory and the recently developed moving Kriging interpolation (MK). High frequencies of plates are numerically explored through numerical examples for both thick and thin plates with different boundaries. We first present formulations and then provide verification of the approach. High frequency modes are compared with existing reference solutions and showing that the developed method can be used at very high frequencies, e.g. 500th mode, without any numerical instability.
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1. Introduction

Eigenvalue analysis of plate structures is an important research area to designers and researchers because of their wide applications in engineering such as aerospace, marine, ship building, and civil. Many different theories accounting for such plate structures have been developed, see e.g., [1–5]. One of the most successful theories is based on the Kirchhoff hypothesis for thin plates neglecting the transverse shear strains [1,5], but this strong assumption causes the main reason for the inaccuracy of the solutions, especially at high modes. In order to accommodate the transvers shear strain effect, a theory, which is based on the Reissner–Mindlin’s assumption, has been introduced as a remarkable candidate and commonly used for thick plate analysis [2–5].

Analytical solutions to free vibration of thick plates are certainly available and extended to analyze the vibration of functionally graded material plates [46–48] but unfortunately they are limited to structures which consist of simple geometries and boundary conditions and often, the exact solutions are very difficult to obtain. Thus, approximate solutions of eigenfrequency plates problems at high modes derived from numerical approaches are often chosen. The development of numerical approaches, in particular, for plates has led the invention of some important computational methods such as Ritz method [6], isogeometric analysis [7], finite strip method [8], spline finite strip method [9–11], finite element method (FEM) [12–16], discrete singular convolution (DSC) method [17,18], and DSC-Ritz method [19,20]. The FEM is well-advanced and is one of the most popular techniques for practice, but till has some inherent disadvantages, e.g., mesh distortion. In order to avoid such disadvantages, meshfree or meshless methods have been developed, and some superior advantages over the classical numerical ones have illustrated, see e.g., [21–25]. Unlike the conventional approaches, the entire domain of interest is discretized by a set of scattered nodes in meshfree methods irrespective of any connectivity.

Plate structures with high frequency modes have been analyzed using numerical methods, for instance, by FEM [26]; DSC method [17,19]; DSC-Ritz method [20]. The hierarchical FEM by Beslin et al. [27] was to reduce the well-known numerical instability of the conventional p-version FEM [28], due to computer’s round-off errors. For more information related to this issue, readers can refer to an elegant review done by Langley et al. [26].
This work is devoted to the numerical investigation of high frequency modes of plates. A meshfree method is thus adopted. We numerically demonstrate the applicability and performance of our meshfree moving Kriging interpolation method (MK) [29] to high frequency mode analysis of Reissner–Mindlin plates without numerical instability. The meshfree MK [29] has recently been extended to other problems such as two-dimensional plane problems [30,31], shell structures [32], static deflections of thin plates [33], piezoelectric structures [34] and dynamic analysis of structures [35]. Another important shear-locking issue, which occurs when using thick plate theories to analyze for thin plates, is taken into account in the present formulation. The bending modulus is incorporated into the present formulation to eliminate the shear-locking effect.

Most recent meshfree methods still have the same problem in dealing with the essential boundary conditions, although many efforts have been devoted to overcoming that subject and some particular techniques have been proposed to eliminate this difficulty in several ways, such as the Lagrange multipliers [22], penalty methods [21,37], coupling with the traditional FEM [38–42], and transformation method [43,44]. In other words, the MK is a well-known geostatistical technique for spatial interpolation in geology and mining. The basic idea of the MK interpolation is that any known geostatistical technique for spatial interpolation in geology and mining. The basic idea of the MK interpolation is that any unknown nodes can be interpolated from known scatter nodes in a sub-domain and move over any sub-domain [29]. The procedure is similar to the moving least-square (MLS) method [22,45], but the formulation employs the stochastic process instead of least-square process. The MK is smooth and continuous over the global domain and one of the superior advantages of the present method over the traditional ones. The Kronecker delta property is satisfied automatically. Hence, the essential boundary conditions are exactly imposed without any requirements of special treatments such as the conventional FEM.

Because the MLS approximation is not the interpolation function, this is a major drawback of the standard EFG method. Hence, the present work describes a means using the MK interpolation technique to high vibration modes analysis of plates. As far as the present authors’ knowledge goes, no such task has been studied when this work is being reported. The paper is structured as follows. A meshless formulation for free vibration of Reissner–Mindlin plates is presented in the next section, showing a brief description of governing equations and their weak form. Approximation of displacements is then presented in Section 3 and the corresponding discrete equation systems are given in Section 4. Numerical examples are presented and discussed in Section 5 dealing with natural frequencies of the square and circular plates at high modes. We shall end with a conclusion.

2. Formulation of Reissner–Mindlin plates for high frequency vibration analysis

In this section, formulation of Reissner–Mindlin plates for the analysis high frequency modes is briefly presented [29]. A FSDT plate as depicted in Fig. 1 with two-dimensional mid-surface $\Omega \subset R^2$, boundary $\Gamma = \partial \Omega$, the thickness $t$ and the transverse coordinate $z$ is considered. The displacements $u$ and $v$ can be expressed as [43] $u = z\partial_b(x)$ and $v = z\partial_v(x)$, with $x = (x,y)^T$ and independent angles $\beta = (\beta_x, \beta_v) \in (H_0^1(\Omega))^2$, where $\partial_b(x)$ and $\partial_v(x)$ are defined by section rotations of the plate about the $y-$ and $x-$ axes, respectively. The vertical deflection of plate is represented by the deflection at neutral plane of plate denoted by $w(x) \in H_0^1(\Omega)$. The displacements are expressed as [29]

$$\begin{bmatrix} u \\ v \\ w \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & z \\ 1 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \beta_x \\ \beta_v \\ \beta_y \end{bmatrix} = L_b u$$

(1)

The assumption for displacement of three independent field variables $u \in H_0^1(\Omega) \times (H_0^1(\Omega))^2$ for Reissner–Mindlin plates is $u^T = [w \ \beta_x \ \beta_y]$. The linear elastic material is assumed with Young’s modulus $E$ and Poisson’s ratio $\nu$, strong form for free vibration of plates is given by [12,13]

$$\nabla \cdot D_b \kappa \beta + \lambda t \gamma + \frac{t^3}{12} \rho o^2 \beta = 0 \text{ in } \Omega \subset R^2$$

(2)

$$\lambda t \nabla \cdot \gamma + \rho o^2 w = 0 \text{ in } \Omega \text{ and }$$

(3)

$$w = w_0; \beta = \beta_0 \text{ on } \Gamma = \partial \Omega$$

(4)

where $\nabla = (\partial / \partial x, \partial / \partial y)^T$ is the gradient vector; $\rho$ the mass density; and $o$ the natural frequency. In Eq. (3), $\lambda = \mu E / (1 + \nu)$ with $\mu$ representing the shear correction factor (SCF) and $\nu = 5/6$ is taken in this work. The bending modulus $D_b$ is

$$D_b = D_t \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 - \nu \end{bmatrix}$$

(5)

where $D_t = E t^3 / 12 (1 - \nu^2)$ is the flexural rigidity. The bending $\kappa$ and transverse shear $\gamma$ strains are expressed as

$$\kappa = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \nabla \beta + (\nabla \beta)^T \right] = L_b \beta$$

(6)

$$\gamma = \nabla w + \beta = L_b u$$

(7)

where $L_b$ and $L_t$ are differential operator matrices and are explicitly given by

$$L_b = \begin{bmatrix} \partial / \partial x & 0 \\ 0 & \partial / \partial y \end{bmatrix} \quad : \quad L_t = \begin{bmatrix} \partial / \partial x & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \partial / \partial y & 0 \end{bmatrix}$$

(8)

The bending $\kappa$ and transverse shear $\gamma$ strains in Eqs. (6) and (7) can be rewritten as
\[ \kappa = \begin{bmatrix} \beta_{xx} & \beta_{xy} \\ \beta_{xy} & \beta_{yy} \end{bmatrix} \quad \gamma = \begin{bmatrix} w_x + \beta_x \\ w_y + \beta_y \end{bmatrix} \]  

High frequency modes of Reissner–Mindlin plate are derived from the principle of virtual work under the assumptions of the FSDT plate theory \[12,13,43\]; find the natural frequencies \( \omega \in \mathbb{R}^+ \) and \( 0 \neq (w, \beta) \in S \) such that

\[ \alpha(\beta, \eta) + \lambda t \left( \nabla w + \beta, \nabla v + \eta \right) = \omega^2 \left\{ \begin{array}{l} \rho t (w, v) \\ + \frac{1}{12} \rho t^3 (\beta, \eta) \end{array} \right\}, \quad \forall (v, \eta) \in S_0 \]  

in which \( S \) and \( S_0 \) are defined, respectively, as

\[ S = \left\{ (w, \beta) : w \in H^1_0(\Omega), \beta \in \left( H^1_0(\Omega) \right)^2 \} \cap Q \right\} \]  

\[ S_0 = \left\{ (v, \eta) : v \in H^1_0(\Omega), \eta \in \left( H^1_0(\Omega) \right)^2 : v = 0, \eta = 0 \text{ on } \Gamma = \partial \Omega \right\} \]  

where \( Q \) is a set of the essential boundary conditions and the \( L^2 \) inner-products is \[29\]

\[ \alpha(\beta, \eta) = \int_\Omega \kappa(\beta) : D_\beta : \kappa(\eta) \, d\Omega; \quad (w, v) = \int_\Omega w v \, d\Omega; \]  

\[ (\beta, \eta) = \int_\Omega \beta \cdot \eta \, d\Omega \]  

In meshfree methods implementation, the bounded domain \( \Omega \) is discretized into a set of scattered \( n \) nodes, and each node is covered by a sub-domain \( \Omega_x \) associated with an appropriate influence domain such that \( \Omega_x \subseteq \Omega \). The meshfree solution of high modes for Reissner–Mindlin plate is to find natural frequencies \( \omega^h \in \mathbb{R}^+ \) and \( 0 \neq (w^h, \beta^h) \in S^h \) such that

\[ \forall (v, \eta) \in S^h, \quad \alpha(\beta^h, \eta) + \lambda t \left( \nabla w^h + \beta^h, \nabla v + \eta \right) = \left( \omega^h \right)^2 \left\{ \begin{array}{l} \rho t (w^h, v) \\ + \frac{1}{12} t^3 (\beta^h, \eta) \end{array} \right\} \]  

where the meshfree approximation spaces, \( S^h \) and \( S^h_0 \), are expressed as

\[ S^h = \left\{ (w^h, \beta^h) \in H^1_0(\Omega) \times \left( H^1_0(\Omega) \right)^2 \cap Q \right\} \]  

\[ S^h_0 = \left\{ (v^h, \eta^h) \in H^1_0(\Omega) \times \left( H^1_0(\Omega) \right)^2 : v^h = 0, \eta^h = 0 \text{ on } \Gamma = \partial \Omega \right\} \]  

with \( P_1(\Omega_x) \) being the set of polynomials for each variable within the sub-domain \( \Omega_x \subseteq \Omega \).

Dynamic equation by a minimization form of energy principle of virtual displacements incorporating the FSDT plate theory is \[43\]
\[ A = \left( P^T R^{-1} P \right)^{-1} P^T R^{-1} \]  
(25)

\[ B = R^{-1} (I - PA) \]  
(26)

where \( I \) is an unit matrix and \( p(x) \) in Eq. (20) is the polynomial with \( m \) basis functions

\[ p^T (x) = [p_1(x), p_2(x), \ldots, p_m(x)] \]  
(27)

For \( n \) coupling nodes, the \( n \times m \) matrix \( P \) is expressed as

\[ P = \begin{bmatrix}
  p_1(x_1) & p_2(x_1) & \cdots & p_m(x_1) \\
  p_1(x_2) & p_2(x_2) & \cdots & p_m(x_2) \\
  \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
  p_1(x_n) & p_2(x_n) & \cdots & p_m(x_n)
\end{bmatrix} \]  
(28)

the term \( r(x) \) in Eq. (20) is also given by

\[ r(x) = \{ R(x_1, x) \ R(x_2, x) \ \cdots \ R(x_n, x) \}^T \]  
(29)

where \( R(x_i, x_j) \) is the correlation function between any pair of the \( n \) nodes \( x_i \) and \( x_j \). The correlation matrix \( R[R(x_i, x_j)]_{n \times n} \) is given by

\[ R[R(x_i, x_j)] = \begin{bmatrix}
  1 & R(x_1, x_2) & \cdots & R(x_1, x_n) \\
  R(x_2, x_1) & 1 & \cdots & R(x_2, x_n) \\
  \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
  R(x_n, x_1) & R(x_n, x_2) & \cdots & 1
\end{bmatrix} \]  
(30)

A Gaussian function with a correlation parameter \( \theta \) is employed

\[ R(x_i, x_j) = e^{-\theta d_i^2} \]  
(31)

where \( d_i = ||x_i - x_j|| \) and \( \theta > 0 \) is a correlation parameter. The quadratic basic function \( p_i^T (x) = [1 \ x \ x^2 \ y^2 \ xy] \) is taken throughout the study.

The first- and second-order derivatives of the shape function can be computed as

\[ \phi_{1,i}(x) = \sum_j m p_{1,j}(x) A_{ij} + \sum_k n \phi_{1,k}(x) B_{kl} \]  
(32a)

\[ \phi_{2,ii}(x) = \sum_j m p_{2,ii}(x) A_{ij} + \sum_k n \phi_{2,k}(x) B_{kl} \]  
(32b)

The influence domain radius is determined by

\[ d_m = \alpha d_c \]  
(33)

with \( d_c \) being a characteristic length relative to the nodal spacing close to the interest point while \( \alpha \) standing for a scaling factor. The MK shape functions \( \phi_i(x_i) \) at node \( x_i \) for interpolation node \( x_j \) possess the Kronecker delta function property

\[ \phi_i(x_i) = \delta_{ij} = \begin{cases}
  1 & \text{for } i = j \\
  0 & \text{for } i \neq j
\end{cases} \]  
(34)

The order continuity of the MK interpolation is mostly dependent on the continuity of semivariogram. Since the Gaussian function Eq. (31) used in interpolation has high continuity, leading to that the MK interpolation also has high continuity. Other properties of the MK shape functions such as consistency can also be found in Refs. [29–31].

4. Meshfree discrete equations for high frequency analysis

Based on the preceding section on the variational form in Eq. (17), the bending strain and transverse shear strain for plates are

\[ \kappa = \sum_{l=1}^{n} B_{0l} u_l; \quad \gamma = \sum_{l=1}^{n} B_{3l} u_l \]  
(35)

where

\[ B_{0l} = L_k \phi_l = \begin{bmatrix}
  0 & 0 \\
  0 & \phi_{x,y} \\
  \phi_{x,x} & \phi_{x,y} \\
  \phi_{y,y} & 0
\end{bmatrix} \]  
(36)

By inserting Eqs. (22) and (35) into Eq. (17), discrete system of equations for vibration problems is obtained as

\[ M \ddot{u} + K u = 0 \]  
(37)

where the global stiffness matrix \( K \), which consists bending \( K_0 \) and transverse shear \( K_s \) forms

\[ K = K_0 + K_s \]  
(38)

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boundary Mode</th>
<th>Exact [45]</th>
<th>This work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7 \times 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCCC [29]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.71</td>
<td>5.854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7.88</td>
<td>8.726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.88</td>
<td>8.726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10.13</td>
<td>12.493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSSS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>5.133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8.35</td>
<td>10.377</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Convergence of dimensionless frequencies \( \omega_{num}/\omega_{exact} \) of the square plates (\( a = 0.1 \)).
\[ K_{ij} = \int_{\Omega} B_i^T D B_j d\Omega \]  \hspace{1cm} (39) \\
\[ K_{ij} = \int_{\Omega} B_i^T D B_j d\Omega \]  \hspace{1cm} (40) \\
and the global mass matrix \( M \)

\[ M_{ij} = \int_{\Omega} \phi_i^T B_m \phi_j d\Omega \]  \hspace{1cm} (41)

A general solution of such a homogeneous equation is

\[ \mathbf{u} = \mathbf{u}_0 \exp(i \omega t) \]  \hspace{1cm} (42)

where \( i \) is the imaginary unit, \( \hat{t} \) indicates time and \( \mathbf{u} \) is the eigenvector. Substituting Eq. \( (42) \) into Eq. \((37)\), natural frequencies \( \omega \) is obtained solving the following eigenvalue equation

\[ (\mathbf{K} - \omega^2 \mathbf{M}) \mathbf{u} = 0 \]  \hspace{1cm} (43)

For numerical integration, a background cell with 16 Gaussian points is used \([29-31]\).

5. Numerical results of high frequency modes and discussion

High frequency modes results of FSDT plates with various boundary conditions derived from the proposed meshless are analyzed here. The boundaries of the plates, for convenience, are denoted as (F) completely free, (S) simply supported and (C) fully clamped edges. Throughout the paper, if not specified otherwise,

![Fig. 3. The rate convergence study with the SSSS square plates (t/a = 0.1) for the first six modes using the proposed meshfree method.](image)

![Fig. 4. Percentage error of non-dimensional frequencies of the CCCC and SSSS plates (t/a = 0.005).](image)

![Fig. 5. Influence of the correlation parameter \( \theta \) on the natural dimensionless frequencies of the square plate (t/a = 0.1) at low modes. This result is similar to that presented in \([29]\).](image)

![Fig. 6. Influence of the correlation parameter \( \theta \) on the natural dimensionless frequencies of the square plate (t/a = 0.1) at high modes.](image)

**Table 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>SSSS</th>
<th>CCC</th>
<th>Exact [45]</th>
<th>Shear-MK</th>
<th>MK Exact [45]</th>
<th>Shear-MK MK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.443</td>
<td>4.446</td>
<td>4.686</td>
<td>5.999</td>
<td>5.942</td>
<td>6.687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7.025</td>
<td>7.102</td>
<td>7.748</td>
<td>8.568</td>
<td>8.699</td>
<td>10.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.025</td>
<td>7.102</td>
<td>7.748</td>
<td>8.568</td>
<td>8.699</td>
<td>10.009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Comparison of dimensionless frequencies $\sigma_1 - \alpha^2 \sqrt{\pi / D_T} \pi^2$ for a SSSS square plate $(t/a = 0.1)$. Values in parenthesis indicate the mode sequence number corresponding to Kirchhoff–Mindlin relationship [20].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.9317</td>
<td>1.9362</td>
<td>1.9360</td>
<td>1.92708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>13.539</td>
<td>13.541</td>
<td>13.541</td>
<td>13.5041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>22.351</td>
<td>22.354</td>
<td>22.353</td>
<td>21.84353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>35.655</td>
<td>35.656</td>
<td>35.656</td>
<td>35.49630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>40.293</td>
<td>40.294</td>
<td>40.294</td>
<td>40.21237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>44.583</td>
<td>44.584</td>
<td>44.584</td>
<td>44.26108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>49.868</td>
<td>49.869</td>
<td>49.869</td>
<td>49.29989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>54.458</td>
<td>54.458</td>
<td>54.458</td>
<td>53.70877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>57.918</td>
<td>57.919</td>
<td>57.919</td>
<td>57.33429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>62.548</td>
<td>62.549</td>
<td>62.549</td>
<td>62.89605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112</td>
<td>65.652</td>
<td>65.653</td>
<td>65.652</td>
<td>65.40835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>152</td>
<td>71.509</td>
<td>71.510</td>
<td>71.510</td>
<td>71.29451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192</td>
<td>76.975</td>
<td>76.976</td>
<td>76.976</td>
<td>75.89842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>233</td>
<td>82.944</td>
<td>82.946</td>
<td>82.946</td>
<td>82.51194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>277</td>
<td>88.548</td>
<td>88.549</td>
<td>88.549</td>
<td>88.35232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>325</td>
<td>94.027</td>
<td>94.028</td>
<td>94.028</td>
<td>94.89587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>365</td>
<td>98.347</td>
<td>98.349</td>
<td>98.349</td>
<td>98.36157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>408</td>
<td>102.840</td>
<td>102.84</td>
<td>102.84</td>
<td>102.98880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>513</td>
<td>113.320</td>
<td>113.32</td>
<td>113.32</td>
<td>113.80277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>727</td>
<td>132.300</td>
<td>132.32</td>
<td>132.32</td>
<td>132.63597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>948</td>
<td>149.180</td>
<td>149.19</td>
<td>149.19</td>
<td>150.15219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>185.24</td>
<td>185.25</td>
<td>185.70155</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following parameters are used: the Young's modulus $E = 200 \times 10^3$N/m², the Poisson's ratio $\nu = 0.3$ and the mass density $\rho = 8000$ kg/m³, the shear correction factor $\mu = 5/6$ and the dimensionless frequency coefficient $m = (\alpha^2 \pi^2 \rho t / D_T)^{1/4}$.

### 5.1. Rectangular plates

#### 5.1.1. Convergence study

A square plate with $a = b = 10$ m is considered. Since analytical solutions of this plate are available at low frequency modes, a convergence study of the method at low frequencies is explored. The dimensionless frequencies of a square plate accounting for CCCC [29] and SSSS boundaries are computed for different sets of regular distributed nodes, e.g., $7 \times 7$, $9 \times 9$, $11 \times 11$, $13 \times 13$ and $15 \times 15$. The first six modes results of non-dimensional frequencies compared with exact solutions [45] are reported in Table 1. The frequency convergence $\sigma_{\text{num}} / \sigma_{\text{exact}}$ ($\sigma_{\text{num}}$: meshfree solutions, $\sigma_{\text{exact}}$: analytical solutions) of square plates for the first six modes is also depicted in Fig. 2. Here $\Delta h$ is the average spacing of scattered nodes in the domain. Compared with theoretical solutions, the frequencies obtained by the present method are in good agreement. Sufficient accuracy can be found for both the considered boundaries with a regular density of $13 \times 13$ nodes, especially even for a course set of $9 \times 9$ nodes the solution of the CCCC plate matches well with the exact one. Thus, we decide to use a pattern of $13 \times 13$ nodes for all implementations unless specified.

Further convergence study is made to again verify the convergence rate of this meshfree method. The SSSS boundary associated with three regularly distributed nodes $7 \times 7$, $9 \times 9(81)$ and $13 \times 13(169)$ is used. The first six modes results of non-dimensional frequencies is also depicted in Fig. 2, showing a good convergence.

#### 5.1.2. Shear-locking examination

Square plates under SSSS and CCCC boundaries are considered. The same parameters as above are used, except the thickness-span aspect ratio $t/a = 0.005$ (thin plate). Table 2 presents the results of the first six modes calculated by the proposed method in comparison with the analytical solutions [45]. In Table 2, results obtained by using the elimination technique of the shear-locking are...
named as "Shear-MK". The percentage errors in normalized frequencies estimated over the exact solutions are visualized in Fig. 4. As expected, the free of shear-locking is achieved when the Shear-MK is employed and large errors are found for the standard MK.

5.1.3. Effects of the correlation and scaling parameters

The correlation parameter $q$ has some effects on the solutions, but there are no exact rules to determine it appropriately. So we estimate it numerically. A scaling factor of $a = 3$ is fixed, and other related parameters of the problem are also unchanged, while the $\theta$

Fig. 9. Comparison of dimensionless frequencies $\eta_1 = \omega a^2 \sqrt{\rho t/D_\gamma} / \pi^2$ for a SSSS square plate ($t/a = 0.1$).

Fig. 10. Influence of the length-to-width ratios on the dimensional frequencies $\eta_1$ for (a) CCCC, (b) CSFS, (c) CFFF and (d) SCSC plates.

Fig. 11. Influence of the thickness-span ratios on the dimensional frequencies $\eta_1$ for the SSSS square plate.
parameter varies from 0.1 to 50 for low frequencies and this range is wider for high frequencies. We examine low frequencies because of exact solutions, and thus it is easy to validate the results. The SSSS boundary is used here.

Fig. 5 represents the percentage errors in non-dimensional natural frequencies at low modes estimated over the exact solutions \[45\], it can be seen that acceptable solution are gained if \(1/C_{20} q/C_{20} 10\) is taken. Fig. 6 depicts dimensionless natural frequencies at high modes for each value of the correlation parameter. We found that \(1/C_{20} q\) < 10 can be selected for free vibration analysis of plates at high modes. We now decide to use \(q = 5\) for all implementations if not specified, otherwise.

Similarly, the scaling factor altering the high modes is analyzed, a correlation parameter of \(q = 5\) is used, and several scaling factors from 2.5 to 6 are considered for low modes and other higher values are for high modes. The results calculated for low and high modes are represented in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. According to our own numerical experiments, we found that a range of \(2.8/C_{20} a/C_{20} 4\) would be possible to be used for analyzing both low and high modes, and we thus decided to use \(a = 3\) for all implementations if not specified, otherwise.

5.1.4. Comparison study

A comparison of high frequencies of a square plate \((a/b = 1)\) among the present method and other existing reference solutions is explored. The dimensionless natural frequencies \(\sigma_1 = \omega a^2 \sqrt{\nu/\xi} / \pi^2\), the SSSS boundary and the thickness-span ratio \(t/a = 0.1\) are used. Table 3 and Fig. 9 show the frequency results at high modes up to 1500th obtained from the present MK meshfree method, the DSC-Ritz method with both the Shannon and the de la Vallee Poussin kernels \[20\] and the Kirchhoff–Mindlin relationship \[20\]. It can be seen that the frequencies calculated by the proposed method match well with the DSC-Ritz method for both given kernels. However, the results obtained from the Kirchhoff–Mindlin relationship also match very well with the DSC-Ritz and the present approach only at the modes below 112th and beyond that mode 112th the solutions of the Kirchhoff–Mindlin failed. The absence of shear deformation modes may cause such inaccuracy. As shown in Fig. 9 at the same modes after 112th, the Kirchhoff–Mindlin relationship offers higher frequencies than other methods, implying that less accuracy can be found for the

- Fig. 12. Influence of the different boundaries on the dimensional frequencies \(\sigma_1\) for the thick square plate at high modes.
- Fig. 13. Influence of the different boundaries on the dimensional frequencies \(\sigma_1\) for the thick square plate at low modes.
- Fig. 14. Six vibration modes 1st to 6th of a thick square plate.
Kirchhoff–Mindlin relationship when high frequency modes of thick plates are considered.

5.1.5. Effect of the length-to-width and the thickness-span ratios
The influence of length-to-width ratio for thick plates \((t/a = 0.2)\) on high frequencies is analyzed. This is because the natural frequencies may have significant variation when varying this aspect ratio. The non-dimensional frequency coefficient 
\[
\sigma_1 = \frac{\omega^2 \sqrt{\rho t / D_t}}{2}
\]

is used. Several values of the length-to-width ratio such as \(a/b = 0.5, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5\) and \(3.0\) are considered. Four different boundaries CCCC, CFSF, CFFF and SCSC are examined, and the high modes up to 450th are estimated. The computed results are then shown in Fig. 10(a–d), respectively. The high frequencies behave the same situation for all the considered boundaries, i.e., the frequencies increase with increasing the aspect ratios \(a/b\).

Fig. 11 additionally shows an effect of the thickness-span aspect ratio \(t/a\) on the high frequencies. A SSSS square plate \((a/b = 1)\) is used. The non-dimensional natural frequency coefficient is calculated by 
\[
\sigma_1 = \frac{\omega^2 \sqrt{\rho t / D_t}}{2}
\]

High modes up to 450th for different thickness-span ratios \(t/a = 0.01, 0.03, 0.06, 0.09, 0.1, 0.15\) and \(0.2\), respectively, are shown in the figure. Unlike the length-to-width ratios, it can be observed that when the thickness-span ratio increases, the corresponding frequencies decrease.

5.1.6. Effect of the boundary
The influence of the different boundaries on the high modes is studied. A thick square plate \((t/a = 0.1)\) with different boundaries CCCC, SSSS, SCSC, SCCF, SFSF, CFFF and CFCF is studied. The non-dimensional natural frequency coefficient is estimated by 
\[
\sigma_1 = \frac{\omega^2 \sqrt{\rho t / D_t}}{2}
\]

Fig. 12 represents the dimensionless frequencies calculated by the present method up to 450th modes and
Fig. 17. Six vibration modes 495th to 500th of a thick square plate.

Fig. 18. Geometry notation and nodal distribution of a circular plate (201 scattered nodes).

Fig. 19. Influence of the radius of the plates on the dimensionless frequencies at high modes up to 450th.

Fig. 20. Influence of the radius of the plates on the dimensionless frequencies at low modes.

Fig. 21. Influence of the thickness-span ratio on the dimensionless frequencies of a CCCC circular plate at high modes.
5.1.7. Mode shape analysis

In free vibration analysis of plates, mode shapes are often considered to view how vibratory structures look like especially at high modes. In this section, a thick square plate associated with SSSS boundary is taken with the thickness-span aspect ratio \( t/a = 0.1 \). Four different sets of six mode shapes are picked up typically from the low to the high frequencies that are plotted in a series of Fig. 14 (for modes 1st to 6th), Fig. 15 (for modes 90th to 95th), Fig. 16 (for modes 200th to 205th) and Fig. 17 (for modes 495th to 500th), respectively. It is easy to see that the wavelengths are decreased from the low to the high modes.

5.2. Circular plate

A circular plate shown in Fig. 18 is also considered to illustrate the applicability of the proposed method to arbitrary geometries at high modes. The SSSS and CCCC boundaries are taken into account. The problem parameters are taken the same as used in the rectangular above. The radius of the circular plate is indicated by \( R \) parameter. A non-dimensional frequency coefficient \( \omega = \sqrt{\frac{D}{p} \cdot t} \) is also employed. Figs. 19 and 20 present the influence of the radius of the plates on the dimensionless frequencies at high (up to 450th) and low (20th) modes undergone by both
CCCC and SSSS boundaries. In these results, the thickness-span ratio $\frac{t}{(2R)} = 0.1$ is employed and the radius $R$ is varied i.e. $R = 3, 5, 7$ and $9$, respectively, while other problem parameters are unchanged. It is found for both boundaries at high and low modes that the frequencies are increased when increasing the radius. Additionally, the influence of the thickness-span aspect ratio on the frequencies at high modes is considered and its results undergone by the CCCC boundary are given in Fig. 21. Various thickness-span ratios are taken the same as above such as $\frac{t}{a} = 0.01, 0.03, 0.06, 0.09, 0.1, 0.15$ and $0.2$. Likewise the results accounted for the rectangular plate above, it again confirms that the frequencies are decreased once the thickness-span ratio increases. Furthermore, several mode shapes shown in Figs. 22–25, from low to high frequencies are also provided in order to get a better observation. The wavelengths are decreased from the low to the high modes as expected.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we present new numerical results of high frequency modes of Reissner–Mindlin plates using an effective meshless method eliminating the shear-locking. The accuracy of the proposed formulation is demonstrated through numerical examples and the obtained results are analyzed and discussed in detail. The achieved results are compared with existing reference solutions and very good agreements are obtained. The influences of various aspect ratios and different boundaries dealt with both relatively thick and thin plates are considered. The developed method is efficient, robust, stable, accurate and free from the shear-locking effect. It has a good convergence and allows predicting at high frequency modes of the FSDT plates without numerical instabilities or numerical round-off errors. The details for the computational time (CPU-time) of the proposed formulation.
compared over the conventional methods, e.g., the MLS-based EFG method, can be found in our previous work [33]. The application of the method to other complex problems is also possible.
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